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Introduction
The Internet is going mobile at a furious pace. Forecasts suggest that sales of non-PC
Internet-enabled devices will outnumber PCs this year1 and that tablet sales alone will
overtake sales of laptops by 2015.2 In that same year, global smartphone sales are
expected to exceed 1 billion. A recent study predicts that growth in mobile data traffic
will exceed 90 percent annually over the next 4-5 years.3
As the Internet goes mobile, so too go online search and advertising. The volume of
search queries and search ad revenues generated on mobile devices has increased
massively in the last few years and is expected to skyrocket in the next 2-3 years.4 Over
425,000 mobile applications are available on Apple’s mobile platform alone, which
have generated over $1.8 billion for developers.5 Mobile app downloads are expected
to surge to a whopping 76.9 billion by 2014 and generate revenues of $25 billion.6
Google – which already dominates search and search advertising on PCs and is quickly
extending this dominance to other forms of online advertising – recognised this trend
towards mobile as a major threat to its business.7 In response, it has engaged in a
variety of anticompetitive strategies to protect its existing monopolies in search and
online advertising and extend them to mobile devices, including:
•A
 nticompetitive restrictions on Android. Google lured mobile carriers and device
manufacturers into using its Android operating system based on misleading
promises of openness and freedom, then used various anticompetitive tactics
to make it effectively impossible for them to use services that compete with
Google. Google’s proposed purchase of Motorola’s mobile phone business and
patents will strengthen Google’s ability to enforce these restrictions across the
mobile ecosystem.
•A
 busing its market power to monopolise mobile search and eliminate threats.
Google leveraged its PC-based search ad monopoly into mobile by furtively
placing advertisers’ ads on mobile devices without their knowledge or consent.
This increased prices for mobile search ads and artificially gave Google a massive
base of advertisers for its mobile search offerings. Later, when Google perceived
mobile in-app advertising as a competitive threat to its mobile search monopoly, it
snapped up the world’s leading in-app ad network, AdMob, leaving Google as
the dominant force in mobile advertising. The Motorola acquisition will further
consolidate Google’s power in mobile advertising.
•D
 enying access to interoperability information. Google has refused to provide
competitors with access to technical information they need in order to develop rich
mobile applications for Google-owned services like YouTube on platforms other than
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Android. This has placed competing operating system platforms at an unnatural
competitive disadvantage to Android phones.
•E
 xclusive agreements. Google has systematically sought to foreclose other mobile
service providers from accessing mobile user queries and advertising revenues
through exclusive search agreements, starting initially with Apple and now including
a network of similar agreements with mobile carriers. Because it often is difficult
(or even impossible) for users to switch default search providers on their phones,
these deals effectively allowed Google to purchase monopolies in mobile search
and search advertising.
The common goal of these practices is to strengthen Google’s monopoly power and
stifle competition. Their common effect is to harm actors across the mobile ecosystem,
including mobile service providers, device makers, mobile carriers, content providers,
advertisers, rival search engines, and ultimately consumers. Businesses and users
would benefit from greater competition in mobile search, advertising, and related
markets. Instead, Google’s actions are depriving the mobile ecosystem of lower costs,
greater choice, and more innovation.
This paper describes the tremendous opportunities presented by the surge in the
mobile Internet. It then describes various anticompetitive steps Google is taking
to foreclose competition in this space and extend its PC-based monopolies to the
mobile Internet.
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1.The growing importance of mobile computing
Consumers are increasingly using mobile devices to access the Internet. According to a recent
study published by Cisco, annual growth in mobile data traffic in the next 4-5 years will exceed
90 percent:8

Cisco Forecasts 6.3 Exabytes per Month of Mobile Data Traffic by 2015
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Analysts also predict that in 2011, sales of non-PC devices will outnumber PCs:9
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The explosive growth of Internet-enabled mobile devices is transforming search, search advertising,
and online advertising generally. First, search itself is going mobile. Search can be even more
valuable to mobile users than to PC users because mobile users often need specific information
quickly and are less likely to be willing or able to sift through large amounts of content on a small
screen while on the go.10 Second, mobile advertising revenue are rising rapidly. Global mobile
advertising revenues are projected to reach nearly $15 billion by 2015, with search and maps
delivering the highest revenue opportunity.11
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Advertisers view mobile as a key opportunity not only because of the amount of time consumers
spend with their mobile devices, but also because of the unique ability “to target people on the
move, and capture them when they’re most receptive.”12 Mobile users also tend to be more inclined
than PC users to take immediate, real-world decisions, such as to visit a given place or to try out
a restaurant. As a result, the conversion rates of search ads, and thus the revenues they generate,
are higher on mobile devices than on PCs for a growing number of products and services.13
Google already has a monopoly over mobile search and search advertising.
As illustrated in the following graph, Google controls over 97 percent of searches conducted
globally on mobile devices:

Mobile search global market shares14
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Google also accounts for over 96 percent of mobile search advertising revenues. Although
the graph that follows refers to global shares and its percentages are based on mobile search
advertising spend for advertisers that currently advertise on both Google and Yahoo!/Bing, the
figures offer a clear indication of Google’s super dominant position in mobile search advertising:
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Breakdown of mobile search advertising spend by property15
Efficient Frontier: Breakdown of Mobile Search Advertising Spend by Property
YHOO/Bing, 3.2%

YHOO/Bing: ranges
from 1.5%-6.5%
depending on the client

Google, 96.8%
Note: Percentages based on mobile ad spend for advertisers that currently advertise on both Google and Yahoo/Bing.
Across Efficient Frontier’s overall sample, the percentage of mobile search spend on YHOO is approximately 1%.
Source: Efficient Frontier data, Macquarie Capital (USA), March 2011

Google is quickly extending its reach to other forms of mobile advertising as well. According to
industry experts, Google’s total mobile ad revenues – including revenues from mobile search, inapp, and display ads – will reach $1.8 billion this year and will surge to over $10 billion by 2015.16
This rapid and complete dominance of a space that Google once recognised as a threat to its
business is not by accident, nor because of conscious choice by end users. Prior to launching
Android, Google secured a long-term exclusive deal with Apple to be the default search engine
on the iPhone, a deal that was entered into while Google’s then-CEO Eric Schmidt also served
on Apple’s board of directors. That deal instantly propelled Google into dominance in the mobile
sector, and Google has since strengthened that dominance through a series of tactics to lock
down its Android operating system and block competing mobile search and application providers
from gaining a foothold on Android phones.
The explosive growth of mobile search and mobile advertising represents a major opportunity, as
the mobile ecosystem creates a fertile ground for innovation in new applications and services as
well as a huge, still largely untapped source of revenues. Allowing Google to maintain and further
entrench its monopolies in mobile search and advertising and gain control over these revenues
would harm every participant in the mobile ecosystem – and ultimately threaten the health of this
important segment of the economy.
• M
 obile service providers. Google has used its control over the Android platform to prevent
mobile device makers from using services that compete with Google’s own services. Google’s
acquisition of Motorola’s huge patent portfolio will give it additional leverage to force device
makers to use an expanding range of Google technologies and services. This leaves mobile
service providers at the mercy of Google, which will have the ability – and often the incentive
– to block them from the growing market of Android phones, unless of course those service
providers align with Google’s interests in locking in Google services like search, advertising,
and geo-location.
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• D
 evice makers. While growing demand for smartphones is benefiting mobile device makers,
there unavoidably will be a trend towards commoditisation. This trend is a particular challenge
for Android device makers, since Google greatly limits their opportunities to differentiate their
offerings. The ability of device makers to derive meaningful revenues from agreements with
providers of mobile applications and services will be much greater in a competitive mobile
ecosystem than in one monopolised by Google.
• M
 obile carriers. Google has concluded agreements with leading mobile carriers requiring
them to set Google as the default search engine on their mobile devices. These deals will
remain lucrative for mobile carriers only if Google continues to face significant competition.
The ability of mobile carriers to obtain a fair share of search advertising revenues will be
adversely affected once all rivals have exited or been blocked from achieving sufficient scale to
attract advertisers.
• C
 ontent providers. Online advertising revenues, including search and contextual advertising,
are key sources of funding for the creation of web content. As Google’s market power grew
in PC-based search and contextual advertising, Google steadily decreased the payments it
made to publishers. Vigorous competition in mobile search and mobile advertising will allow
publishers to better monetise their platforms and thus generate the resources they need to
produce appealing content for users.
• A
 dvertisers. Google already dominates mobile search advertising and is quickly extending
this dominance to in-app and other forms of mobile advertising. Advertisers will suffer if Google
monopolises mobile advertising, as Google’s prices to advertisers will inevitably increase,
choice will decrease, and innovation in mobile ad delivery and technology will suffer.
• S
 earch engines. Mobile represents a unique opportunity for competing search engines to
gain the scale they need in order to compete. Google, however, has entered into a series of
anti-competitive, exclusive deals to become the default search engine on the majority of mobile
phones. Because consumers find it difficult (and often impossible) to switch default search
engines on their phones, Google has effectively locked most smartphone users into using
Google search. If Google continues to monopolise mobile search and advertising, competition
in these areas will wither and die. Given the high barriers to entry in mobile search and search
advertising, the harm to competition likely will be permanent.
• C
 onsumers. Consumers will be harmed by the loss of competition in each and every part of
the mobile ecosystem. Consumers lose from a lack of choice among mobile search providers
and the consequent reduction in innovation. They lose from the lack of differentiation among
mobile devices and mobile carrier services, when all of the manufacturers and carriers are
forced to install Google and no one else for search, maps, and various other services. They lose
when content providers receive a lower share of Google’s advertising revenues and have less
ability and incentive to innovate in their offerings of mobile content. They lose when there is less
competition among privacy models and the only real choice available is Google’s. And they
lose when mobile advertisers pay higher rates and pass on these higher costs to consumers in
the form of higher prices or less investments in the advertised products.
In summary, there are multiple reasons why the Internet ecosystem will be harmed if Google is
allowed to maintain its monopolies in mobile search and search advertising and extend them to
new areas. Anyone with a stake in the future of mobile computing should support efforts to foster
greater competition in mobile and to urge regulators to stop Google from pursuing practices that
illegally foreclose competition. Several of these practices are described below.
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2. Google’s anticompetitive practices in the
mobile space
Antitrust enforcers in multiple jurisdictions are investigating claims that Google foreclosed
competition in PC-based search and online advertising through a series of anticompetitive acts. As
it became clear to Google that mobile devices would generate a large amount of search queries,
data, and advertising revenues – and thus pose a threat to Google’s PC-based monopolies –
Google engaged in a similar strategy to monopolise major sources of mobile search queries and
ad revenues and to foreclose competition by rival providers of mobile services.

A. Anticompetitive restrictions on Android
Google has systematically embarked on a strategy of luring mobile carriers and device
manufacturers into using its Android operating system (OS) based on misleading promises of
openness and freedom, and then has used various anticompetitive tactics to make it effectively
impossible for them to install mobile services that compete with those offered by Google.
In November 2007, Google and other members of the Open Handset Alliance announced the
Android operating system for mobile devices. Google since then has repeatedly described Android
as being open and free, ensuring that “no industry player can restrict or control the innovations
of any other.”17 Google has used these assurances to entice mobile device makers and mobile
carriers to use Android in the mobile devices they sell. Despite these assurances, Google in fact
exercises tight control over the Android platform and uses contractual and other restrictions to
prevent device manufacturers and carriers from using any mobile service that Google perceives
as a competitive threat.
For instance, although Google often touts that Android is offered under an “open source” license,
Google has walled off certain Google services and applications that are central to the Android
experience. These pieces are found in closed-source, proprietary-licensed packages segregated
from the open source components. Examples of closed Google Android applications include
Google Search, Google Maps, YouTube, Google Voice and the Android Market. Google also uses
something called the “Android Compatibility Program” – a vague set of requirements that gives
Google broad latitude to prohibit device makers and carriers from using the Android name or
certain key Android services – to block them from using any mobile service or technology that
competes with those offered by Google.
For instance, Google used the Android Compatibility Program to block Motorola and Samsung
from offering Android devices that used a location-based service offered by a small company called
Skyhook Wireless. Google instead forced them to use a competing service offered by Google – even
though Skyhook’s technology was regarded by many as superior18 – since this allowed Google to
monetise this location data through mobile advertising and prevented competing ad platforms from
utilising this location data. In an email discovered by Skyhook in the course of its antitrust lawsuit
against Google, a Google Compatibility Program manager admitted to a colleague that Google
uses compatibility as a “club” to make phone makers “do what they want.” He also suggested that
Google uses compatibility as an excuse for denying approval of third-party applications even when
it has “no clear basis for saying [the applications] violate the Android security model.”19
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Google has engaged in similar practices to force companies offering Android devices to use
Google as the default search engine. In a complaint filed earlier this year, Korea’s two leading
search engines – Naver (owned by NHN) and Daum – accused Google of violating Korean
competition law by preventing Android suppliers from pre-installing competing search services.
According to NHN, if smartphone manufacturers sought to install a competing search service,
“Google purposefully delayed a compatibility test that smartphone manufacturers are obliged to
go through before releasing Android phones.”20 Google likewise used its Android Compatibility
Program to prevent Verizon from offering Microsoft’s Bing search engine on any of Verizon’s
Android phones. Google threatened Verizon that it would block their shipment of Android phones
if Verizon did not comply – even though the “requirements” on which Google relied were unwritten
and essentially arbitrary. The sole purpose of Google’s conduct was to prevent competition from
Bing on Verizon phones.
These facts demonstrate that Google uses the Android Compatibility Program to protect its
monopolies in mobile search and search advertising and extend these monopolies to new
areas. Google’s acquisition of Motorola’s massive patent portfolio will enable it to enforce these
restrictions even more powerfully, as Google will be able to condition licensing of key Android
technologies on terms that prevent device manufacturers from using any services that compete
with those offered by Google.

B. Abusing its market power to monopolise mobile search and eliminate threats
Google abused its PC-based search advertising monopoly by illegally extending that monopoly
into the mobile space. Then, after it had succeeded in dominating mobile search and search
advertising, it took steps to eliminate nascent threats to that dominance.
A prime example of the former was Google’s decision, in 2008, to furtively change the default
settings for its monopoly AdWords advertising platform so that advertisers were automatically
opted into participating in mobile search advertising.21 This artificially drove up prices for Google’s
mobile search ads, because it meant that many more advertisers were bidding against each other
for a finite number of ads.22 Because Google failed adequately to notify AdWords advertisers of
this change at the time, many advertisers ended up paying for mobile search ads they didn’t
want – many of which were worthless to these advertisers because they had not yet modified
their websites to be viewable on mobile devices.23 By extending its monopoly in PC-based search
advertising into the mobile space in this way, Google was able, virtually overnight, to generate
huge revenues from mobile search advertising and to place other mobile ad platforms, with fewer
advertisers, at a major competitive disadvantage.
Since then, Google has moved quickly to eliminate potential threats to its mobile search
dominance. For instance, when Google announced its intent to acquire AdMob in November
2009, it had by then largely succeeded in dominating mobile search advertising. Nonetheless,
Google faced a potential threat from ads that were being served to users directly within mobile
apps. These in-app ads were a threat because consumers increasingly were using mobile apps –
such as for entertainment or sporting events, local retailers or products, news-on-the-go, and the
like – instead of general search engines like Google.com to search for information, products, and
services on their mobile devices. At the time of the deal, Google’s share of such in-app advertising
was only around 20 percent.
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By far the leading network for serving in-app mobile ads at the time was AdMob.24 Although
AdMob supported all major forms of mobile advertising, its primary business was in in-app ads.
AdMob had a particularly strong position with developers of apps for the iPhone, which competed
directly with phones running Google’s Android. Indeed, one industry executive claimed that
Google offered a substantial premium for AdMob just to keep it out of Apple’s hands (Apple was
in negotiations at the time to purchase AdMob).25
Stakeholders across the mobile ecosystem raised concerns about the acquisition. They worried
that it would reduce competition in the supply of mobile advertising platforms and enable Google
to increase its already significant market power in mobile advertising. They also noted that the
deal would eliminate one of the most promising competitors to Google’s mobile search monopoly.
Although the Federal Trade Commission ultimately decided not to challenge the deal (based
in large part on the prediction that Apple would have the incentive and ability to develop a
competitive alternative – a prediction that has since failed to materialise), history shows that
these concerns were well founded. Current market data indicate that Google today controls over
95 percent of searches conducted globally on mobile devices and a similar share of mobile search
ad revenues.26 No other search engine accounts for more than 1.5 percent of the remaining share.
The data also indicate that, since Google’s acquisition of AdMob, it has significantly strengthened
its control over other forms of mobile advertising. While precise numbers are elusive (in part
because Google refuses to disclose what portion of its revenue derives from mobile advertising),
data collected by industry analysts suggest that, in 2011, roughly three-quarters of all mobile
advertising revenues (approximately $1.8 billion of $2.4 billion in total sales) will flow through
Google, and that Google’s mobile ad revenues could grow to over $10 billion in 2015.27 These
figures might in fact understate Google’s future dominance of mobile advertising as they were
calculated prior to Google’s proposed acquisition of Motorola’s mobile phone business. That
acquisition would allow Google to preference its own ad platform on Motorola phones and thus
enable it to extend its growing dominance in mobile advertising even more quickly.

C. Denying access to interoperability information
Google also has denied other mobile companies with access to interoperability information they
need in order to provide attractive mobile access to key online content. For example, Google has
repeatedly denied Microsoft the ability to offer an application for Windows Phone 7 phones that
would allow users to access YouTube video content in a comparable way to how users access
such content from Android phones and, at least for the time being, from iPhones (recall that Apple
and Google are in a long-term deal to use Google as the default search engine on iPhones).
One of the most popular forms of Internet content is video. Today, the leading online video site
by far is Google’s YouTube, with more than 540 million average monthly unique visitors. YouTube
is also a key application for mobile devices. According to YouTube, the number of video views
streamed to mobile devices increased by 160 percent in 2009, and YouTube had 100 million
mobile views per day in mid-2010.28 In the first quarter of 2010, video streaming represented more
than a third of all mobile usage.29
When developing Windows Phone 7, Microsoft recognised that for its YouTube application to
be competitive with the YouTube applications on Android and iPhone, it would need to provide
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high-quality video playback and rich application features that users were used to having on those
devices. With that in mind, Microsoft sought to obtain access from Google to certain interoperability
information (something that Google calls its “Private API”) that would allow Microsoft to develop
a YouTube application that could deliver high-quality video playback in a stable and reliable way
to its users.
Despite repeated requests and months of discussion, Google repeatedly refused to provide
Microsoft with access to this interoperability information. Even to this day, Microsoft has been
unable to develop a rich YouTube application as a consequence of Google’s refusal to license the
YouTube Private API.
Google’s refusals to grant access to this interoperability information serves at least two unlawful
purposes. First, by degrading the YouTube experience on Windows Phone, Google was able to
make Windows artificially appear inferior for a key category of mobile users. Google thus has
abused its disclosure of interoperability information and its control over critical content to protect
Android from competition and grant it a privileged position in the crucially important mobile space.
Second, Google’s actions advance its objective of achieving a leading position with Android that
will enable it to entrench its control over search and search advertising broadly. By controlling the
Android smartphone platform, Google can control the search and advertising services available
on hundreds of millions of mobile devices. Both of these strategies support the ultimate goal of
Google to remain the ultimate gatekeeper in a future world dominated by mobile technologies.

D. Exclusive agreements
Antitrust regulators have recognised that “scale is an important factor in order to compete
effectively in search advertising.”30 Scale is what enables a search engine to deliver the most
relevant results to a user query, especially when these queries are uncommon (i.e., tail queries).
Because search is free, users generally rely on the search engine that offers the most relevant
results, which will then capture most of the traffic. More users in turn attract more advertisers to bid
on more keywords, making the engine better able to match user queries to more relevant ads and
generating higher revenues for the search engine. With additional revenues, the search engine
is better placed to innovate and outbid rivals for search distribution deals that will generate even
more user queries.
Google has engaged in a systematic effort to prevent rival search engines from achieving the
scale they need to compete effectively, including on mobile devices. One way in which Google has
accomplished this is through a series of exclusive search agreements with key actors in the mobile
ecosystem. For instance, in 2007, when Google’s then-CEO Eric Schmidt was on Apple’s board of
directors, Google entered into an exclusive search distribution deal with Apple, making Google the
default search engine on Apple’s popular iPhone. This deal, which was recently renewed, quickly
allowed Google to gain a monopoly in mobile search (97 percent market share in March 2010).31
This agreement solidified Google’s position in mobile search both because the iPhone was and
is the most popular smartphone, and because iPhone users tend to conduct more searches than
users of other phones.32
Google has concluded similar exclusive agreements with several of the world’s top mobile
carriers. For instance, in 2006, Google concluded an agreement to become the default search
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engine for Vodafone handsets, which at the time was the second largest mobile carrier in terms
of number of subscribers world-wide.33 In 2009 and 2010, Google entered into similar deals with
France Telecom / Orange34 and Deutsche Telekom, respectively.35 Google has concluded similar
agreements with leading mobile carriers in other parts of the world as well.36
These exclusive agreements make Google the default search engine not only on all Android
and Apple devices, but also on the other mobile devices distributed by these carriers, such
as Blackberry RIM, Nokia, and Windows Phone 7. As a result, Google captures a staggering
95 percent of mobile queries even on mobile devices other than Android and the iPhone.37 Google
has been able to conclude these deals by offering carriers generous advertising revenue shares –
which are made possible by the profits generated by the monopoly that Google illegally acquired
in PC-based search and search advertising. And because it is difficult, or even impossible, for
users to switch default search providers on their phones, these deals effectively have allowed
Google to “lock in” the majority of smartphone consumers into using Google search – irrespective
of the quality of competing mobile search offerings.

••••••••••
Through its anticompetitive practices, Google has extended its monopoly in PC-based search
and online advertising to the mobile Internet. Companies across the mobile ecosystem have valid
grounds to support greater competition in mobile search, advertising, and related markets. These
companies should evaluate the potential impact of Google’s practices on their business and urge
antitrust enforcers to act quickly and decisively to stop Google from abusing its monopoly power
to foreclose competition. Without such action, the mobile ecosystem could face a future in which
Google is the only search engine left on the market. This would greatly advance Google’s ability
and incentive to grasp control over mobile search and advertising, leaving mobile actors and their
customers at Google’s mercy.
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About ICOMP
ICOMP, the Initiative for a Competitive Online Marketplace, is an industry initiative for businesses
and organisations involved in Internet commerce. Its overall objective is the sustainable growth of
the Internet and key goals are to encourage competition, transparency, data privacy and respect
for intellectual property protection as well as the adoption of best practices to promote online
creativity, innovation, safety and trust.
As an organisation concerned with the Internet, ICOMP brings together companies operating in
the online marketplace across content, infrastructure and services sectors to identify and promote
best practices. ICOMP helps to educate and inform stakeholders and decision-makers on how
the online marketplace functions and the challenges being faced by those who operate within it.
Over 70 companies, trade associations and individuals are members of ICOMP and have endorsed
ICOMP’s principles. These members represent 14 countries across Europe, North America and
the Middle East. Microsoft is ICOMP’s founding trustee, Burson-Marsteller acts as its Secretariat,
and Lord Alan Watson is ICOMP’s First Chairman.
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